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MOMPHISMS OF INVERSE SYSTEMS

REQUIRE MESHES

By

S. Mardesic and N. UGLESIC

Abstract. Resolutions of spaces can be viewed as special inverse

systems, which behave very much likeinverse systems behave in the

compact case. T. Watanabe defined a category of polyhedral

resolutions and showed that the limit functor defines a natural

equivalence between this category and the category of topologically

complete spaces. In order to develop his theory he had to consider

gauged inverse systems, i.e., inverse systems whose terms are

endowed with certain coverings, called meshes. This paper is

devoted to the question if one can develop an analogous theory for

usual (nongauged) inverse systems. An example is exhibited, which

suggests a negative answer.1

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider inverse systems X = (Xa,paa,,A), indexed by

directed sets A. Each term is a topological space Xu and paa.＼Xa, ―≫Xa is a

mapping, defined whenever a<a'. If a<a'<a", then Paa>pa>u≫―Pua" anc"

paa = id. We say that X is cofiniteif A is coflnite,i.e.,every element of A has

only finitelymany predecessors. X is polyhedral if every term Xa is a polyhedron

endowed with the CW-topology. With every system X is associated its limit

space X = limX, as well as a collection p = (pa) of canonical mappings

pa : X ―>Zfl,satisfying condition

Paa>pa-=Pa,a<a'.

We write p : X-> X.

The notion of resolution was introduced and studied by several authors (P.

Bacon [1], K. Morita [9], [10], [11], S. Mardesic [2], [31. Also see [4], [6]). In
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order to recall it, we need some notation. If T is a covering of Y and

f,g:X―>Y are mappings, then (/,g)^T means that, every xgX admits a

VgT such that f(x),g(x) e V. For coverings °U,°lf/of X, we write 6ll/-<0ll,if

<%' refines °lt.By Cov(X) we denote the set of all normal coverings of the space

X. For paracompact spaces, normal coverings coincide with open coverings. In

particular, this is the case for polyhedra endowed with the CW-topology. If

AczX and °Ue Cov(Z), then the star of A with respect to °＼Lis the set

st(A,GU) = Kj{UeG＼L＼AnU*(d}QX. We also define st(°U)= {st([/',°ll)|iy'e°U}e

Cov(Z).

A resolution of a space X consists of an inverse system X and of a collection

of (canonical) mappings p = (pa): X ―>X, satisfying (1). Moreover, for any

polyhedron P and any V e Cov(F), the following two condition must be satisfied:

(R1) (V/: X -> P)(3flg A)(3£: X,,-> P)

(R2) (3V e Cov(/>))(Va e A)(Vg,g': Xa -> P)

(gPa. g'Pcl)<r'=$ (3a' > a)(gpaa,, g'p ) < T.

If X is an inverse system formed by compact Hausdorff spaces X , thenits
limit X is also a

Hausdorff compact space and the canonical mappings

pa:X―>Xa satisfy conditions (Rl) and (R2), i.e., p = (pel):X ―>X is a

resolution. On the other hand, if p: X―> X is a resolution consisting of

completely regular spaces Xa and the space X is topologically complete (e.g.,

paracompact), then p is a limit of X. Therefore, resolutions can be viewed as

special cases of inverse limits.

If X and Y = (Yb,qhh,,B) are inverse systems of spaces, indexed by directed

sets A, B respectively, then a mapping of systems f:X―*Y consists of a

function /:/?―>A and of mappings fh : Xf(h}―>Yh, be B, having the property that,

whenver h<h' there exists an a > f(h). f(h').such that

fbPfibU =<ibb'fb'Pf(b')a- (2)

A mapping of systems / induces a unique limit mapping f = limf : X -> Y,

satisfyingthe condition

fhPf{b)=<lbf>l>eB. (3)

(Using the same letter / for /: B ―>A and / : X ―>Y should cause no confusion.)

A resolution of a mapping f: X ―>Y consists of resolutions of spaces
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p : X ―≫X and q :Y ―>Y and of a mapping of systems / : X ―>F such that (3)

holds. The resolution (p,q,f) is polyhedral if p and <jr are polyhedral

resolutions.

Every topological space X and every mapping /: X ―≫7 admit polyhedral

resolutions ([1], Theorem 3.2, [3], Theorem 11). However, there are simple

examples of mappings /: X ―>Y and of polyhedral resolutions p : X ―≫

X, # : F ―≫F, such that there exists no mapping of systems / : X ―≫F, satisfying

condition (3) (see, e.g.,[12]).

The only way out of this difficultyis to consider approximate mappings

instead of mappings of systems. In order to define this notion, T. Watanabe [13]

enriched the structure of an inverse system by requiring that each term Xa of the

system X is endowed with a normal covering °ltfl,called the mesh at a. Meshes

are subject to the following requirement.

(A) (Va g A)(V°U g Cov(Xfl ))(3a'> a)(Va" > a')

We refer to such systems 36= (X(l,G＼La,pacl,,A)as gauged systems and we denote

them by script characters (continuing to use bold characters for usual inverse

systems). By definition,the limit of a gauged system 36 =(Xa,GlLa,paa,,A) is the

limit X of the associated system X = (Xa,paa,,A). Similarly, p = (pa): X ―＼36 is a

gauged resolution of X if p = (pa): X―> X is a resolution of X, and

f = (f,fa):3c―>QlJis a mapping of gauged systems if f = (f,fa):X ―>Y is a

mapping of systems.

An inverse system X = (Xa,pa,A) is said to admit meshes provided there

exists a family of coverings {^Jae A},Glia eCov(Xa), such that 36 = (Xfl,°ll0,

pa,A) is a gauged system. Such a family of coverings is called admissible. There

existusual inverse systems, which do not admit meshes. Necessary and sufficient

conditions for the existence of admissible meshes have been studied in [7]. A

simple example of a system which does not admit meshes is the system

X = {Xn,pm,,N), where Xn=R, for each neN, and all the bonding mappings

pim,are identity mappings ([7],Example 5).

A gauged approximate mapping f :36 ―>(^=(Yh,Yb,qhh,,B) is a collection

f = {f,fb＼be B} consisting of a function f'■B ―>A and of mappings

fh '■Xf(b)~^Yh,b&B, such thatthe following condition holds:

(AM) (Vfc < b')(3a > f{b)J{b')){＼/a > a),

(<lbb>fb>Pf<b>)a≫fbPfib)a')<stCVb)-
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Note that this definition,due to Watanabe [13 §2] uses meshes of ^ to

measure the discrepancy from commutativity of the diagrams formed by the

mappings fh,fh,,b<b', and the relevant bonding mappings. In fact, this is the

primary reason for introducing meshes.

Watanabe showed ([13], Lemma 7.3, also see [8], Theorem 5.8) that, for

topologically complete spaces Yh, every approximate mapping / :£ ―><&admits

unique mapping f:X->Y between the limit spaces, which satisfiesthe following

condition

(LAM) (Vb < fi)(VT e Cov(F/,))(3fc/> b)(Vb" > b'＼

(4hb"fb"Pf(b")><lbf)*°V-

The mapping f is called the limit of /. If f:X->Y is a mapping

p:X->£,q: Y->°^ are resolutions and /: X -≫<& is a gauged approximate

mapping satisfying (LAM), we say that / is a gauged approximate resolution of

/･

One of the main results of Watanabe's theory is his approximate expansion

theorem ([13], Theorem (4.3)), which asserts that, for an arbitrary gauged

resolution p'.X->dl and a cofmite polyhedral gauged resolution q : Y ->%, every

mapping / : X ―≫F admits a gauged approximate mapping / : 3£―><^, which

satisfies condition (LAM).

The main purpose of this paper is to show that, for usual (nongauged) inverse

systems, an analogous result does not exist. In order to state our result precisely,

we introduce the following definition.

Definition I. Let f:X^Y be a mapping and let p:X->X and q:Y-> F

be resolutions. A collection f = (/, fh), consisting of a function f : B ―≫A and of

mappings fh : Xf(h)―≫Yh,b g B, is said to be an approximate expansion off with

respect to p and q, providied the condition (LAM) is satisfied.

THEOREM 1. There existsa mapping f : X ―＼Y and there existpolyhedral

resolutionsp: X ―>X and q:Y-^>Y, such that Y is cofiniteand there does not

existan approximate expansion f = (/",/!)off with respect to p and a .

We see in thistheorem a proof for our claim that,in order to develop a

satisfactory theory of morphisms between inverse systems, meshes are

indispensable.
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2. Counterexample to the eongaiiged expansion theorem

In thissectionwe exhibitan example, which proves the above theorem. For

thisnnrnose we.need a simnie lemma.

Lemma 1. Let C be the Cantor set,let / = [0,1] be the unitinterval and let

h:C '―>I be a mapping onto I. There exists an inverse sequence C = (Cn,rm,,N),

consisting of finite discrete spaces Cn and of surjective mappings rnn,,and there

exist surjective mappings rn:C ―>Cn,neN, such that r = (rn):C-*C is the

inverse limit of C. Moreover, for any n&N and any mapping g:Cn ―>I, there

existan open covering °WofI and a point zeC such that,for each W e°W, either

h(?＼a W nr or (v＼ctW

PROOF. The first assertion is well-known and we omit its proof. To prove the

second assertion, note that g(Cn) is a finite set. Hence, there exists a point

tel＼ (g(C,,)u{0,l}) and there exists an £>0 such that (f-e,r + e)c/ and

(t - e,t + e) n g(Cn) = 0 . Put If = {[0,r),(t-e,t + e),(t,1]} and choose as z any point

from C such that h(z) = t. Clearly, °W and z have the desired properties.

Construction of the example. For each meN, let C' = Cx{m},Im = Ix{m],

hm =hxl:C" -+Im,Cm =(C';,C,N)&ndrm ={r'nn):Cm -^Cm be copies of C,I,h,

C and r , respectively (see Lemma 1). We define X, Yand/as disjoint sums

x= ii c"＼r= ii /'",/= ii r. (4)

/neA' /hgA1 /ne^V

We define q = (qj: Y^ Y = (Ym,qmm,,N), by putting Ym = Y,qmm, = id, qm = id .

Clearly, gis a cofinite polyhedral resolution of Y. We define p = (pa):X ―> X =

(Xa,paa,,A) as follows. A = NN is the set of all sequences in N, ordered by

putting a = (a,, a,,･･･) < a' = (a,',a, ,･･･),provided a, < a',,for all ie N.

x

≪
= II C

meN '"

, /-tin m . /-*m . /->/≪ ― y

PaCm=r
a

m :Cm
-≫Cflw cXB.

(5)

(6)

(7)

That p isindeed a resolution of X is easily seen by verifying conditions (Bl) and

(B2) of [6,1,§6, Theorem 5], which are equivalent to conditions (Rl) and (R2).

This verification was performed in [5, Theorem 6]. Note that each Xa is a

countable discrete space, hence, itis a polyhedron.

Now consider any function /: N ―≫A and any collection of mappings
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fm '･Xf(m) -^Y,meN. We must prove that condition (LAM) is not satisfied.Since

all qmm,,qm are identity mappings, (LAM) assumes the following simpler form

(Vm e A0(VT e Cov(F))(3m' > m)(Vm" > m')

(f^Pfo^f)^- (≪)

Consequently, it sufficesto show that, there exists an open covering T of Y such

that {fmpHm),f)<°V fails, for each mgN, or equivalently, there exists a

VeCov(F) and there exist points x'"eX,mGN, such that,for each m e N, the

following condition holds:

(a) For each V e T, eitherf(xm) £V or fmphm) (*'")£V.

In order to achieve this, it suffices to define, for each mgN , an open

covering Tm of /'"and a point xm e C" c X having the following property:

(P) For each V e Tm, either/j"'U;")£V or fmr^m){xm)^ V.

Indeed, one can then define T as the union of all collections Ym,meN. Since

the sets Im are open in Y, T is an open covering of Y. Moreover, condition (a)

is satisfied.To see this, consider a VgT. If V belongs to Tffl, then by (P),

either h(x"')= h"'(x"')£V or fmpf(m)(x'")= WonM'")* V- If V tT", thenVc/"1',

m'^m, and since /'"n /'" =0 and h(x'")= ti"(x'")e I'", we conclude that

A(jc'")gV.

In defining the covering T'" and the point x'" eC", for a given meN, we

distinguish two cases. (i)fm(C'"im))c /"'.In this case we apply Lemma 1 to

* = *":C"->/Vw:Cm->C</i = /(m)eiV and g = /,,|c;;/n): C;"(w)->r. We

obtain a covering ＼"'of /'" and a point jc'"e C" such that, for each V e ＼"',

either hm(x"')e V or fmr"m)(x'")e V. (ii) There exists a point y C;"((n)such that

fm(y)<£l"'.In this case we take for T'" the covering which consists of the set

V = Im alone and we choose for jc'"e C" a point such that rj"(m)(xm)= y. Then

fmr?(m){xm)£Im = V. Hence, in both cases Tra and xm satisfy (jS).

Remark 1. It is a consequence of Watanabe's approximate expansion

theorem for gauged systems, thatin the above example the system F does not

admit admissiblemeshes.
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